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Powerful

e
stablished as a highly 
successful and a 
trustworthy name in 
the real estate market 

of Goa, the name of SpaceDeal 
has become synonymous with 
prestige and excellence ever 
since its inception.

InsPIrIng wIth 
excellence
Tracing back its roots out 
of the Latin and Portuguese 
settlements of the capital city 
of Goa, Panjim, it has set up 
its headquarters right in the 
heart of Panjim, at the Gera 
Imperium in the uber-luxury of 
Business District. Surrounded 
by the dynamic and fast-paced 
environment of an executive 
market, the company has 
always believed in drawing 
inspiration from around itself. 

SpaceDeal Pvt. Ltd. has, with 
time, managed to establish a 
successful venture of about 
60 market segments that are 
being run with the relentless 
support and cooperation of 
a strong staff team. Also 
involved in the company’s rise 
to prosperity is the unique 
software system built by the 
team, therefore leading to the 
amalgamation of the most 
dynamic elements.

gaInIng guIdance from a 
vIsIonary
Under the able guidance and 
much-required support of Mr 
Nurallah K. Veljee, SpaceDeal 
has been able to establish an 
image of an organisation that 
has achieved unsurpassed 
recognition. Mr Nurallah’s 

acute business acumen and 
precise judgements have 
helped the company to stride 
in the direction of unparalleled 
appreciation. Often addressed 
as the Real Estate Pioneer, 
Mr Nurallah has initiated the 
complete renovation as well 
as the introduction of the 
company into the luxury real 
estate market.

In late 90s, Mr Nurallah 
took a crucial decision to 
divert the company’s focus 
from the traditional and 
age-old practices into the 
direction of adapting modern 
and technologically advanced 
space. The company then 
propitiously channelled its 
energy into the area of serving 
its customers with due passion 
and expertise of the real estate 
sector. The corporate avatar 
of the company now has a 
widespread appeal among its 
varied customer base and has 
been applauded at several 
instances. The successful 
collaboration of the two 
companies took place in 2017. 

establIshIng a mark
With the collaboration, 
Remax SpaceDeal has been 
recognised as the most 
trusted, reputed & exclusive 
real estate brokerage firm 
within the real estate space 
not just in Goa but further, as 
it has ventured into a wider 
market that extends beyond 
the boundaries of Goa. As it 
has already established itself 
all across the state property 
hubs, it is now successfully 
marking an all India footprint.

Remax SpaceDeal 
Goa
synonymous wIth PrestIge & excellence

Remax is the world’s biggest real estate brokerage brand 
that has officially entered the Goan market via a franchise 
partnership and collaboration with SpaceDeal Pvt. Ltd. 
Together they have created never-before dynamics, as 
SpaceDeal is Goa’s most reputed corporate brokerage firm 
as the ruler of the real estate market
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